College Song
To Set The Cause Above Renown
To Love The Game Beyond The Prize.
To Honour, While You Strike Him Down
The Foe That Comes With Fearless Eyes.
To Count The Life Of Battle Good
And Dear The Land That Gave You Birth.
And Dearer Yet The Brotherhood
That Binds The Brave Of All The Earth.
To-Day And Here The Fight’s Begun
Of The Great Fellowship You’re Free.
Hencefoth The School And You Are One
And What You Are, The Race Shall Be.

Message from The Principal
I am delighted to welcome you to Lawrence College, Pakistan’s premier
residential institution. Located in the heart of Murree’s greenery the College
provides a very beautiful, serene and safe environment. This, combined with
a healthy and invigorating climate provides ideal conditions for academic,
sports and co-curricular activities. Our inclusive ethos and commitment to the
highest standards of all round education have ensured an enviable reputation for
Lawrence College. We are proud and gratified that our students come from all
over Pakistan and represent a broad cross section of society making LCGG a
mini-Pakistan in the truest sense.
We are justifiably proud of our academic performance, but at LCGG education means much more than the pursuit of top grades. Character
building, instilling high moral values, development of wholesome personality and awareness of societal obligations are central to what we offer
here. We are acutely aware of our obligation to equip our students to make their way in the world as confident, caring, dignified and responsible
global citizens. The sense of discipline and respect for rules is a great strength of the College. It is a learning community that seeks success for
each student as we strive to deepen our core values of unshakeable faith, belief in hard work, achievements through honest and fair means and
facing challenges boldly.
At LCGG, we aim to encourage a never ending quest for knowledge among our students. We strive to inculcate an open mind and constructive
and rational thinking. Inquisitiveness, curiosity and hunger for knowledge are qualities we try to impart. We encourage open discussion and free
exchange of ideas. We provide a very conducive and rich learning environment where all teachers, working tirelessly and with devotion avail
every opportunity to impart knowledge. We strongly believe in a merit based system in everything we do.
We have already begun the process of further improving our overall curriculum. Over the last few months, the Faculty and College management
have had several conversations on ways that our three schools can bring about some significant improvements. In the coming years, greater
emphasis will be placed at all levels to build up our students’ capacity beyond just the academic areas. Leadership, discipline and organizational
skills will feature strongly in their co-curricular education. We plan and hope to make LCGG a centre of excellence in all aspects.
Lawrence College is a unique and exciting educational community. I look forward to welcoming you here.
Brigadier Mujahid Alam (Retd)
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Location

Rawalpindi. It is 60 minutes drive from
Islamabad and can be approached easily
through old Murree Road or newly constructed
Murree Express Way.

The Lawrence College, Ghora Gali, Murree
is situated at the beautiful foothills of the
Himalayas at a height of about 1950 meters
(6397 feet) above the sea level, on a pine
covered spur. The estate covers an area of
about 150 acres and lies at a distance of about
2 kms from the Rawalpindi-Murree Road,
some 5 kms from Murree and 57 km from

The climate is excellent. In summers, the
temperature seldom reaches 35 C. Monsoon
rain of July and August is intermittent. During
the cold weather, when the estate is usually
snow bound, the College is closed for about
three months, from December to February
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Introduction

They have been distinguished public servants,
politicians, military officials and businessmen.
The college is ranked in the top few schools
in the country and is renowned for providing

Established in 1860, following the vision of Sir

high quality teaching to its pupils combined

Henry Lawrence, LCGG is the oldest residential

with allround development of character and

institution of its type in Pakistan. Lawrence

leadership qualities.

College started as an asylum with the object to

Today, there are about 650 boys on the rolls of

provide a plain and practical education to the

the three schools. The number is expected to

orphans and children of the British soldiers in

1948

rise further as the time passes. Started in 1860

India. It had 82 children in its care initially. The

in unpretentious barracks, housing about 82

number rose to 204 boys and 101 girls in 1914

boys and girls of different ages, it developed

when it was taken over by the government of

into its present estate comprising the Junior,

Punjab, as the Lawrence Memorial School; and

Preparatory and Senior Schools in five phases.

to 356 boys and 124 girls when it became the
Lawrence College in 1927 with the construction
of the lower estate.

Boys School 1875

1860 - Major parts of the upper estate including

The girls section was

the old Junior School and rudiments of Prep

transferred to St. Denny’s School, Murree in

School (then Girls School).

1949. The College was handed over to Board
of Governors in 1962 (Grant of autonomy by

1914 - Main Block of the Senior School.

the Punjab Government) effective to date.

1927 - The lower estate including the Anderson

The students of this prestigious institution of

Laboratories, Lawrence Hall, the old Library,

Pakistan are known as Gallians. Gallians have

Wright and Peak Houses and parts of Prep

performed extremely well in every walk of life.

School.
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Founder’s Day 1931

Management:

1960 - Completion of the Prep School.
1965 - The Walker House and the Senior School
Mosque.
1976 - Old Block of the Junior School fell
victim to a landslide.

The College is administered as under:•

1984 - New buildings for the boarding house
and classroom block of Junior School were
commissioned.

The President of Pakistan is the Patron-inChief.

•

The Governor of Punjab is the Chairman
Board

Lawrence College is divided into three schools
where students live, study and are groomed
for their future. Although the schools differ
in their size and architecture, there are far
more similarities between them than there are
differences.

of

Governors.

Members

are

appointed by the Governor of Punjab.
•

Executive Committee is appointed by
the Governor of Punjab. It works under
the Chairmanship of GOC 12 Division,
Murree.

•

Finance

committee

is

appointed

by

the Governor of Punjab, under the
chairmanship of the Secretary Finance,
Government of Punjab.
•

The Principal of the College is the Secretary
to the Board of Governors and member
of the Executive Committee and Finance
Committee, by order of his appointment.
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Junior School

Junior School is located at the upper estate of
the College at a pine covered hill top where the
school was established in the early days of its
inception in 1860. Over the past one and a half
century, many changes have taken place with
the addition of new dormitories, classrooms,
dining hall, play areas etc. Currently, It is

headed by a headmistress and caters for young
entrants of 5 ½ to 9 ½ years of age having
classes from grade one to four with an average
strength of 25 boys per section. There is a team
of qualified and trained teachers and staff to
facilitate the learning process and supervise the
boys all day long.

FACULTY
Name
Ms Shama Javed
Ms Ishrat Parveen
Ms Nabila Abbassi
Ms Faiza Hameed
Ms Farkhanda Shaheen
Ms Nida Khan
Ms Tayyaba Javed
Ms Asma Aslam
Ms Fauzia Sikandar
Ms Samina Sultan
Ms Samia Ishaq
Ms Sadaf Suzanna
Ms Ayesha Gul
Ms Ramla Sheikh
Hafiza Salma Abbasi

Designation
Head-misstress
Mistress
Mistress
House-mistress Wright House
House-mistress Wightwick House
House-mistress Peake House
House-mistress Walker House
Art Mistress
Mistress
Mistress
Mistress
Mistress
Mistress
Mistress
Qaria

The Curriculum:

The academic year begins in March and ends
in December after which junior school remains
closed for winter break until March. The
course of study includes regular text books
of high quality and also supplementary books
to enhance vocabulary, general knowledge,
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.
Children are also encouraged for creative
writing, art and craft. A child-centered and

The curriculum of the school aims at the all
rounded growth and development of students
guided by the following dimensions of child
development:
1.
2.
3.

Intellectual
Spiritual
Social & moral

Educational Qualifications
M.Sc (Psychology), B.Ed. Dip. Mont
B.A,B.Ed
B.A, B.Ed
M.A (Eng. Lang+Lit), B.Ed.
M.A. (Urdu), B.Ed.
M.Sc. (Bio), B.Ed.
M.A. (Islamyat), PTE, Mont, M.Ed, EYT
B.A, B.Ed, Dip. Mont, Dip.Spoken English
M.A. (English), M.A. ELT, IELTS
M.A. (English)
M.Sc Economics, IT basic certificates
B.A, B.Ed, M.Ed
B.A, B.Ed, Diploma in Phonetics
M.A Islamiat, Urdu
M.A Arabic, Alima Fazila & Qaria

4. Physical
5. Mental
6. Emotional
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activity/ project based teaching approach is
applied for these early years in the school life
in the following range of subjects;
i.

English

ii.

Urdu

iii.

Science

iv.

Mathematics

v.

Social Studies

vi.

Islamiat

vii.

Computers

a passion, desire and commitment to serving
others and the public good in some meaningful
capacity.

Facilities & Resources
School is equipped with latest teaching and
learning resources like smart boards, computers,
multimedia training aids and a variety of
recreational facilities including TV/ Video/

viii. Nazra

Music & indoor games equipment. There is a

ix.

Art

‘resource room’ containing training aids and

x.

Music

Montessori material.

Much emphasis is laid on character-building of
students and they are taught life skills including
courtesy & table manners. The students are
expected to exhibit honesty, compassion,
empathy,

perseverance,

patriotism

and

brotherhood. It is considered vital that students
develop a sense of integrity and possess moral
values to learn to live independently as well
as interdependently. Besides the educational
experience afforded, the school is aimed to
equip students with an appreciation of cultural
diversity in a global environment and develop
9

Reading books is a regular practice and students
are provided with story books of their interest
as a supplementary learning material from the
collection maintained at the campus.
Excursions and study tours are organized every
year in order to give exposure to the students
of the world outside the school to the places of
their interest and of academic relevance.
i. Reading club
ii. Creative Writing club
iii. Science Club
iv. Art club
v. Adventure & hiking club
vi. Debating Society
vii. Islamic Society
viii. Music Club
ix. IT Club
x. Dramatics Club

Co-Curricular Activities:
As part of the Co-academics, various clubs &
societies have also been formed in order to keep
the students busy with healthy and constructive
activities. These are:

The year-long activities of the clubs and interhouse competitions culminate at the Founder’s
Day, normally celebrated in the last week of
September. Students are awarded with cups and
trophies for their individual as well as house
achievements.
10

Games & Sports:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Students are kept engaged in regular sports
in the evening on the basis of their interest
or potential in a particular activity. There are
physical training instructors for coaching,

Athletics (races, ball throw, hurdles)
Handball
Cricket
Hiking/climbing
Yoga
Gymnastics

training and maintaining discipline amongst the
boys. The sports activities include;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P.T			
Drill					
Football
Badminton
Karate
Indoor games
Table tennis

Instructions for the Parents of New
Entrants:
•
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Admissions are taken on annual basis in
all the classes of junior school. Admission
tests are held in the month of December
for the new entry of the next session which
begins in March. The admission procedure
is as follows:

Phase 4; The candidates clearing phase 3
will appear for the final interview along
with the parent/guardian.
Parents or guardians are advised to keep the
following things in mind while planning to get
their wards admitted in the Junior School of
Lawrence College:

Phase 1; Candidates will appear for the
written test in the subjects of English, Urdu
and Mathematics at the designated centers
in or outside Pakistan. The tests will be
skill based and broad based in nature, as
per the requirement of that particular grade
/age level.
Phase 2; The candidates clearing phase
1 will provide the necessary medical

•

Pre-schooling is a must in case of
admissions in all Junior School Grades.
As we begin from class one, hence a boy
coming in class one must have passed
prep/KG from an English medium school.

•

The boy must be toilet trained and must
be able to express himself clearly for daily
routine chores.

clearance certificates and will also go
through medical examination by the
college hospital team.
Phase 3; The candidates clearing phase
2 will appear for T.P.F (Test of physical
fitness) at the school campus.
12

Preparatory School

Preparatory School is located at the middle
estate of the college surrounded by the
beautiful and tranquil atmosphere in the form
of historic architectural buildings and the ever
green coniferous pine trees. Over the past one
and a half century many changes took place
throughout the entire period in the form of
construction of new academic block, addition
of new facilities and raising the standards of
lifestyle for the students.

present strength of the school is 184 boys with
a wide range of cultures from different parts of
the country. Students are groomed in a way that
would enable them to live independently and
face the challenges of life.
Prep School caters for the teenagers with a
dynamic vision and wide range of facilities
in the field of academics and co-curricular
activities. The School is committed to
encouraging and developing enquiring minds
and provides innovative learning opportunities
for its students. Prep School aims in building
the character and personalities of its students
entering the crucial teenage.

Preparatory School deals with the students
aged 9 ½ to 12 ½ from Class V to VII, which
is currently being headed by a Headmistress
and a team of 10 Masters and 2 Matrons. The

FACULTY
Name

Designation

Educational Qualifications

Mrs. Noureen Rana
Mr. Asghar Ali
Syed Basharat Hussain
Mr. Ahmed Ali
Mr. Arif Khan
Mr. Arshad Malik
Qari Abdul Majid
Mr. Irfan Ullah
Hafiz Babar Ilyas
Qari Mumtaz-ur-Rehman
Mr. Waseem Raza

Headmistress
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

M.A (English Lit.), TEFL.
M.A (Iqbaliat),M.A.(Urdu),M.A.(E.Co)
M.A. (Pol. Science), B. Ed.
M.I.T.
M. A. (Urdu)
M.Sc. (Chemistry)
M.A. (Islamiat)
M. Sc. (Maths)
M.A. (English), B. Ed
Darse Nizami
Music Teacher
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of different genre for varying age group of
students. English as well as Urdu storybooks,
reference and many general knowledge books
and encyclopedias are part of the library,
which we are constantly striving to improve.
Preparatory school aims at imparting quality
education to the young Gallians with the sole
purpose to equip them with better abilities and
qualities of character and personality to face
challenges in their future life.

Counselling and Guidance of Students

Science Laboratory

Prep School focuses on the guidance and
counselling of students. The faculty plays an

Prep school has a well equipped lab which helps

integral role in the grooming of students and

in understanding basic concepts of physics,

helping them realize their full potential for their

chemistry and biology through practical

future studies and profession. Special events

learning.

are held and experts are sometimes invited for
their professional counselling.

Computer Laboratory

Facilities and Resources

With over 30 computers, computer lab helps
the students to increase their knowledge about

Library:

information technology. Students are imparted

The Prep School library is present just above

good knowledge for the usage of basic

the science lab with a wide range of books

applications of the computer.
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Video Room

a student in practical life at all levels. This also
has a positive impact on character building and

Video room provides the facility of showing
motivational

movies

with

a

well groomed personality.

healthy

entertainment content for the students, mostly
on the weekends.

Gallians of Prep School are very well

By providing the cable

provided with sports facilities on Inter-House

facility specifically for international or national

competition level. These play a very important

news channels, students are kept up-to date

role in building the sportsmanship spirit in the

with the outside environment and happenings.

students. The list of Co-Curricular activities
remain incomplete without mentioning different
societies, including dramatics, in Prep School.
The students take an active interest in societies
especially when it is for the Annual Exhibition
that takes place on the Founder’s Day of the
College, normally celebrated in the last week
of September.

Societies
Teenagers of Prep School take part in different
societies which help them learn the qualities

Co-Curricular Activities

and skills of team work. The projects made

Co-Curricular activities play a vital role in the

exhibitions on Founders Day. The societies in

overall confidence building and performance of

Prep School are:

during the society days are displayed in the
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•

Computer Society

•

Riding Club

•

Science Society

•

Hiking/Trekking Club

•

Arts

•

Music

•

Dramatics

•

Adventure Club

Games and Sports
By keeping the students engaged in various
sports activities, Prep School aims at keeping
17

students physically fit and inculcating
sportsmanship in the personalities of students.
Physical instructors are present for their
training and supervising the activity. The sports
facilities include:•

P.T

•

Football

•

Hockey

•

Cricket

•

Badminton

•

Table Tennis

•

Gymnastics

•

Athletics, which include relay races,
hurdles, discuss throw, ball throw, long
jump and high jump.
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Senior School

FACULTY
Name
Mr. Arshad Iqbal Ch.
Mr. Imtiaz Akhter Ranjha
Mr. Ata-ur-Rehman

Designation
Headmaster
Deputy Headmaster
Gamesmaster

Qualification
M Sc Chemistry
M.A. (Arabic), B.Ed
M.A (Physical Education.)

Department Of English
Mr. M Asghar Malik
Mr. Mansoor Malik
Mr. Fakhar Arshad Sohrab
Mrs. Riffat Rehana

HoD, HM Wightwick House
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

M.A. (Lang. & Lit)
BCS, M.A. (Lang. & Lit), M.Ed
M.A.
M.A, B Ed

Department Of Urdu
Mr. Haider Zaman
Mr. Riaz Ahmad
Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Sajjad
Mrs. Zareena Yousaf

HoD, HM Walker House
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

M.A (Urdu)
M.A., M. Ed
M.A. (Urdu), M.Sc. (Psychology)
M.A. Urdu, M. Ed

Department Of Islamiat
Hafiz M. Zafar Hayat
HoD
		
Hafiz M. Adnan
Khateeb

M.Sc (Geology),
M.A(Isl),M Ed
M.A (lslamiat), B. Ed

Department Of Pakistan Studies
Mr. M Rafi ud Din
HoD
Mr. Aurangzaib Khan
Lecturer
		

M.Sc (Geography), M. Ed
M.Sc, M Phil (History),
B.Ed, PGD (I T)

Department Of Mathematics
Mr. Rizwan Waheed
Mr. M Altaf Malik
Mr. Sajid Hamid
Mr. Waqar Hussain Shah

HoD, HM Peake House
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

M.Sc , D I T
M.Sc. (Stat), B.Ed, P.G.D (I T)
M.Sc.
M.Sc, M.Phil

Department Of Biology
Mr. Ishaq Khan
Mr. Shahid Ahmad Dar

Head of Sciences, HoD Biology
Lecturer

M.Sc, M.Phil
M.Sc.
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Name
Mr Mohsin Khan
Mr M Rafiq

Designation
Lecturer
Lecturer

Qualification
M.Sc.
M.Sc., M.Phil

Department Of Chemistry
Mr. Imran Yasir
Mr. Abid Hussain
Mrs. Nadia Zulfiqar
Mr Waseem Shahzad

HoD, HM Wright House
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

M.Sc , MA EPM
M.Sc, M Phil, B Ed
M.Sc., M.Phil
M.Sc., PGD (Chemical Tech.)

Department Of Physics
Mr. Shabbir Alam
Mr. Shafiq Imran Lodhi
Mr. Noor Ghulam
Mr. Tahir Iftikhar

HoD
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

M.Sc.
M.Sc, B.Ed
M.Sc
M.Sc. Math & Physics, M.Phil

Department Of Computer Science
Mr. Raza-ul-Haq
Mr. Amjad Mehmood
Mr. Sajjad Satti

HoD
Lecturer
Lecturer

MCS, PGD (Comp)
MCS
BS (CS)

Senior School Library
Mr. Naveed Ahmad
Mr. Riaz Ahmad

Head Library & Information Resource Centre
Library Asst.

MLISc
MLISc

Senior School caters for students of classes
from VIII to XII, including O’ Level from
the Cambridge University. Affiliation and
sense of competition on the basis of house
system is keener and more dominant here.
Each House becomes an institution by itself.
Each House is run under the supervision of a
housemaster, assistant housemasters and house
tutors, providing the boys of the respective
houses with a platform for guidance and
leadership. Top pupils in academics and related

co-curricular activities are appointed prefects
who are responsible to translate students
related policies of the College authorities into
action. The housemaster plays a vital role in
polishing, grooming and advising the pupils
of his House to bring out the sterling qualities
of their character and leadership. Houses have
dormitories and common rooms. They have
their organized excursions and inter house
competitions in academics, sports, debates,
social activities and plays. The administration
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comprises a headmaster, a deputy headmaster
and four housemasters. The faculty comprises
about 35 experienced teachers.

guardians to keep them apprised of their son’s /
ward’s attitude towards studies. Parent-Teacher
meetings are also arranged after the Mid-Term
Examination to have a tripartite co-ordination
for the improvement of the pupil’s efficiency.

The Senior School campus has various
resources to make the studies of the students
effective and fruitful enabling them to make the
best use of their time.

Academic Resources
Academic Blocks

Curriculum

Senior School in Lawrence College has a
purpose-built academic block with spacious
class-rooms and allied facilities. State of the
art buildings of the academic blocks make the
studies comfortable and enjoyable.

The College prepares pupils for the Secondary
School Certificate (Matriculation) and Higher
Secondary School Certificate (Intermediate)
Examinations conducted by the Board of
Intermediate and Secondary Education,
Rawalpindi and “O” Level Examination of
the Cambridge University.
Only science
subjects are taught at the SSC level. While
in Intermediate the boys are prepared in PreMedical, Pre-Engineering and General Science
Groups including Computer Science. In an
academic year, there are fortnightly tests and
three examinations, i.e, 1st Term , Mid Term
and the Annual. The results of the examinations
together with the Housemaster’s and the
Principal’s reports are conveyed to the parents/
guardians. Poor performance of boys in the
periodic tests is also conveyed to the parents/

Library
The Senior School Library has more than
16000 books on different subjects, which
provide ample opportunities to the students for
study and research. The senior school library
also has an Information & Research Centre that
provides the students and teachers with internet
facility to search material related to different
fields of study.
Science Laboratories
LCGG has well-equipped science labs which
provide the students with an opportunity to have
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practical work in different faculties of science.
All the laboratories are equipped with modern
equipment and relevant scientific material.
Language Lab
The Senior School provides the students with
a purpose-built language lab equipped with
modern audio and visual equipment that helps
the pupils improve their communication skills,
especially their speaking skill.
PCs in use. The internet is provided through a
fast broadband network.

Computer Lab

Sports and Games Resources

The Computer Lab in the Senior School
provides the students with the IT facilities for
Computer Science students. It has around 50

Playing Fields
The Senior School has many playing fields
which include an athletic field, a hockey and
football stadium as well as four basketball
courts and two squash courts.
College Gymnasium
Gallians are provided with plenty of
opportunities for indoor games and exercise.
The College Gymnasium has the capacity of
a full-size basketball court. It also provides
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the students with facility
of playing badminton
and table tennis. The
Gymnasium also has a
well-equipped
exercise
room that helps the
students strengthen and
shape up their bodies.

Entertainment
Resources
Common/TV Rooms
For leisure time facilities,
there is a common room attached to every
house which has TV and music facilities.

meals are available here. The students can buy
the items of daily need and can have a food of
their choice from there.

College Auditorium

Co-curricular Activities

The College auditorium provides the students
with a full-size screen to watch week-end
movies, documentaries, etc. It is also used for
drama presentation and other variety shows as
well as for guest speakers.

Sports and Games
Organized games play an important role in
the life of the College at all levels. Inter-house
competitions are held in cricket, football,
hockey, athletics, squash, tennis, marathon,
PT and gymnastics. They lead to the Quaid-eAzam Shield.

Cafeteria and Shop
To facilitate its pupils, Senior School has a
cafeteria and a shop. Cold and hot drinks and
24

Clubs and Societies

regular classes are conducted as a part of the
timetable. There is a ful-fledged Islamiat
Department as part of the faculty, besides
a Khateeb. There are two mosques in the
College where regular prayers are conducted
by Khateebs. Attendance at Zohar, Maghrib
and Jummah prayers is ensured. Adequate
arrangements for Nazira Quran are available
for lateral entries. Husn-e-Qirat competitions
are a part of the Inter-House competitions.

Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Geography, Fine
Arts and Photography, Drama and Debates are
organized, which function throughout the year.
Thus, a real effort is made to encourage healthy
trends in pupils to ensure multidimensional
development of their personalities.
Religious Guidance
In the Senior School, the pupils are introduced
to the rudiments of tafseer for which purpose
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General Information
Health Care

Boarding and Messing Facilities

There is a qualified Medical Officer with 1

Lawrence College is the premier English
medium boarding institution of the country.
It offers excellent boarding facilities to its
students. All items of need are available in
the College plaza with the approved College
contractors. Similarly, the College provides
enviable messing facilities to its students. Our
messing standards are comparable to those of
the prestigious institutions of the country.

Medical Assistant, 2 male and 2 female nurses.
The College Hospital is equipped with 28 beds
together with sickbays each in Prep and Senior
Schools. Cases requiring specialists attention
are referred to the Combined Military Hospital,
Murree, and the cost is billed to the parents. In
cases of serious illness, injury, etc. parents are
informed by telephone. Periodic vaccination
is administered under the supervision of the

The food provided to the boys is carefully
checked, cleaned, cooked & served. The menu
is designed considering the nutrition value
required for growing children. Occasionally,
boys are served with fast food too in order
to give them a change. Menu is revised with
change in season and also in consultation with
boys’ demands & choices.

Medical Officer. It is important that the boys
suffering from or having recently come into
contact with an infectious disease do not return
to the College at the beginning of the term
for fear of spreading it among the boys in the
College. It amounts to a serious offence for a
parent to allow a boy to do so, knowing fully well
that his son/ward has been suffering from such

Security Department

a disease. The medical staff is responsible for

College has a team of well trained security
personnel led by a retired army officer. CCTV

ensuring and maintaining hygienic conditions
in the College.
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cameras are also installed at main points in
the College for surveillance. The security staff
vigilantly looks after the campus round the
clock and ensures safety and security for every
inmate of Lawrence College.

Each house is led by a Housemaster/
Housemistress who works with an assistant
and supervises the house staff who look after
the boys round the clock with commitment and
devotion. All the curricular & co-curricular
activities are aimed at the wholesome
personality development of the boys. Students
come from different parts of the country even
from abroad and they are to be looked after
with lot of care & support regarding:

House System
There are four boarding houses each with an
average capacity of 48 boys in Junior and Prep
School while in Senior School it is around 85
boys in each house. The names and mottos of
these houses are:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Peake House
(Defence not Defiance)

Wightwick House
(Serve with Valour)

Self adjustment
Eating habits
Sleeping habits
Communication Skills
Behavior management
Personal hygiene & independence
Physical fitness

With the help, support & encouragement of
house staff, the boys settle themselves well with
the routine life of school and remain busy in the
engaging environment from dawn till dusk.

Wright House
(Unity is Strength)

Inter- House Competitions
Walker House
(Onward and Upward)

Inter house competitions are an integral part of
life at Lawrence College. The aim is to teach
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students to “compete and co-operate in a healthy
way” by involving them into independent as
well as interdependent activities, leading them
towards global citizenship, peace and harmony.
These competitions are; Cricket League,
Football League, Athletics competition,
Marathon,
PT
Competition,
English
Debating, Urdu Debating, Art competition,
Quiz Competition, Qirat Competition,
Spelling Competition, Singing Competition,
Handwriting Competition, Creative Writing
Competition.

•
•

Assessment Policy

There are two summer breaks, of one week
each. Boys are allowed short holidays at Eids.
The College holds a number of events and
functions during its academic year. The Sports
Day and the Founder’s Day are the two main
and colourful functions of the College including
“science & arts exhibition” and “performing
arts show”.

Terms and Holidays
The College session begins in the second
week of March and continues till the second
week of December. However, winter camp is
organized for Board and Cambridge classes.
The academic year is divided into three terms.
Terminal assessment is done at the end of each
term.

At Lawrence College, the learner is considered
to be passing through “the sensitive period”,
hence the assessment framework is designed
keeping in view the socio-cultural and linguistic
difficulties a student faces in a boarding
environment away from home. The following
kinds of oral/written/practical assessment
strategies are used by the teachers:•
•
•
•

Annual examination
Behavior assessment throughout the year

Visits and Leave
The College calendar is dispatched to the
parents in March each year wherein are recorded
the various holidays and visiting days. Boys
of the Junior and Preparatory Schools are only

Lesson assessments
Weekly assessments through worksheets
Monthly tests
Terminal examination
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allowed to go out with their parents to Murree
or the neighborhood. Visiting Sundays are
specified in the calendar. The Senior School
boys are allowed to visit Murree on Visiting
Sundays. No boy can leave the College estate
without his House-master’s permission. When
two consecutive holidays are given, boys may
spend them with their parents away from the
College unless a decision to the contrary is made
by the College authorities in the larger interest
of the boys. Leave to go home during College
term is very rare. Applications for leave must
be submitted to the Principal in writing well
in advance. Pupils are allowed to attend the
marriages of their real brothers and sisters, in
which case, two days leave with traveling time
is allowed. Otherwise, leave is given only in
cases of emergency in the family and on very
special occasions of which complete details
must be sent to the Principal. Absence of a boy
during the term upsets his studies and dislocates
the life of the College.

Re-admission is not automatic and solely lies at
the discretion of the Principal.

Parent-Teacher Conferences
Would you like to know more about your child’s
performance? Definitely Yes! Parent-Teacher
Meetings are planned only for this purpose so
that we can provide the best of the information
we can. Head-master/Head-mistress, Housemasters and Tutors are always available for
your assistance.
Parent-Teacher conferences are held after the
end of every term where the progress of the
student can be discussed. Parents can also
meet the Head-master/Head-mistress, Housemasters/Housemistresses and teachers on
visiting days and on a special request too.

Conduct and Behavior Policy for
Students
The students are expected to follow the
college rules strictly. Violation can result in
the withdrawal or expulsion of a pupil from
the College, with or without warning. The
following are strictly prohibited:-

Fine for late arrival
Fine is imposed for six days if a boy arrives late
after the holidays during the term and after six
days his name is struck off the College rolls.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Indiscipline, cheating, lying, stealing and
immoral conduct.
Breaking bounds or leaving the College
campus without proper permission or
unauthorized dress.
Disrespect and rudeness to the Staff and
seniors.
Keeping fire arms, knives or other lethal
weapons.
Smoking and using drugs and alcohol.
Damaging the College property.
Possession of mobile phones and other
gadgets.
Absenting from the classes and other
college activities without a genuine cause/
reason.
Being habitually unpunctual, untidy and
slovenly.
Repeated poor performance in academics.
Absence from the dormitory/house after
lights out.
Violation of any other College rules
prescribed from time to time.

son/ward, he may write to the Head of the
School concerned. The advice of the Principal
can always be sought. He is available in his
office, even on visiting Sundays, to redress the
grievances/problems of the parents, if any.
Parents or guardians are advised to keep the
following things in mind while planning to get
their wards admitted in Lawrence College:•

•

•

Guidelines for Parents
If a parent wishes to correspond regarding
the progress, prospectus or problems of his
30

Admission and attendance in Lawrence
College is a privilege not a right. We
receive hundreds of applications for limited
seats and it is not possible to admit all the
applicants. The admissions are finalized
strictly on merit.
It is extremely important that you include
the “will” of your son in your decision
of bringing him to a boarding school
otherwise it can have adverse effects on his
personality.
Please keep in mind that for the sake
of maintaining and safeguarding its
high standards of discipline, time tested
traditions and ethos, College has formulated
a strict code of conduct and behavior policy
and students are not allowed to indulge in
certain activities including keeping money,

•

•

•

•

prohibited toys, eatables from outside,
gadgetry, mobiles etc. Hence it is expected
from the parents that they would cooperate
with the administration in this regard for
the good of their own son.

Withdrawals

Parents are expected to provide complete
details of their whereabouts and in case
of guardians a certificate of guardianship
must be produced. School will also require
the complete details of the authorized
visitors from the parents if they cannot
come personally every time to attend the
meetings, functions or visits.

If a boy is withdrawn after the 1st of January,

The administration reserves the right to
take an adverse action in case any of the
admission requirement and standard of
conduct expected from student or his
parents is not met.

Names of all those boys who are absent without

The student must be in sound mental and
physical health. Please make sure that
he has no allergies or any other medical
condition which can make his stay in a
group situation at an altitude of 6000+ ft
above sea level in a forest climate, risky
and dangerous.

month’s notice must be given or one month’s

Parents are encouraged to keep in contact
with Housemasters/Housemistresses.

to another school. The Principal also has the

If a parent wishes to withdraw his son/ward
from the College for any reason, he should do so
at the end of the College year i.e in December.
or before the beginning of the term in March,
a fine of Rs. 50 per day is imposed for each
day which lapses between the 1st of January
and the withdrawal. If a parent does not send
back his son/ward, nor does he give any notice
of withdrawal before the School re-opens in
March, the boy’s security will stand forfeited.
leave for ten days from the commencement of
the School year in March, are struck off the
College rolls and their security is forfeited. If
a boy is to be withdrawn during the term, one
full dues are charged for the period by which
the notice falls short of a month. The Principal
may withdraw a boy if, in his opinion, the boy
is unable to benefit from the academic course
provided by the College. It is then desirable in
the interest of the boy that parents transfer him
sole power to withdraw a boy on disciplinary
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grounds or if the payment of the fee is more
than a month overdue, or the College Medical
Officer recommends withdrawal on medical
grounds. The Principal also reserves the right to
withdraw a boy without assigning any reason.

December/January.

Candidates selected for

admission are required to join the college
in the month of March (dates for arrival are
communicated to the newly admitted pupils
through registered letters individually).

Admissions

Admission to classes I-VIII against
Casual Vacancies

Test and interviews for regular admission
to classes I-VIII are held in December. The
candidates are required to report to the college
and the specified centers for written test and
interview. Admission forms obtained from
the College duly filled in, should reach the
Principal’s Office between 15 September to
30th October. The results of these tests are
communicated to all the applicants by end

The casual vacancies are filled at the beginning
of the session in March. Admission forms for
casual vacancies are entertained in the month
of February, subject to the availability of seats.
Suitable applicants may be called at a short
notice for test and interview at the college
during the second or third week of March.
Those selected for admission are required to
join the College within a period of ten days.
Chances of casual vacancies in the Junior
School are, generally, remote.

Admission to First Year Class
A limited number of vacancies for boys from
outside are generally available for admission
to the first year class. About a fortnight before
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the declaration of the SSC Examination result
of the BISE, Rawalpindi, the advertisement is
given in the leading newspapers for admission
to 1st year. The interested candidates fulfilling
the requirements of the College are called for
written tests in Urdu, English, and Science
subjects. They are also interviewed. In this
way, a merit list is prepared and call letters are
issued to the candidates on the basis of overall
merit according to the number of vacancies
available.

Fees and College dues are received according
to the following schedules:-

•

•
•

The College dues are received through
a bank draft payable to the Principal
Lawrence College on National Bank of
Pakistan, Ghora Gali Branch. No Cheque
is acceptable.

•

College Uniform

There is a full range of clothing and accessories
which are used for different occasions and
times during the day. The uniform for different
seasons is different and is available with the
College tailoring contractor.

Fees and Other College Dues

•
•
•

•

1st term/both terms 6 months.
2nd term/both terms 6 months.
After due date Rs. 100/- is charged as fine
per day for fifteen days
At the end of grace period, the boy stands
withdrawn. In case of readmission, full
dues are charged.
Increase per year is subject to the approval
of the Board of Governors.
Security not claimed for two years lapses
to the College.
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Founder and Principals

White House

(Residence of the Principal)

Brig (R) Mujahid Alam
(2012 - 2013)
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The Principal

A L U M N I

Old Gallians in the Parade on 150th Founder’s Day

SOME OF THE DISTINGUISHED OLD GALLIANS
•

Ismail Gulgee (Late) - A World Renowned Artist

•

Mir. Zafar Ullah Jamali - Former Prime Minister of Pakistan.

•

Gen (Retd) Shamim Alam Khan

•

Lt Gen (Retd) Ahmed Kamal Khan HI (M), S.Bt

•

Lt Gen (Retd) Imran Ullah Khan

•

Lt Gen (Retd) Mahmud Ahmed

•

Lt Gen (Retd) Syed Muhammad Amjad.

•

Lt Gen Javed (Retd) Javed Alam Khan.

•

Rear Admiral (Retd) Shamoon Alam Khan.

•

Rear Admiral (Retd) Mian Zahir Shah.

•

Maj Gen (Retd) Sikandar Shami.

•

Maj Gen (Retd) Muhammad Sherin Khan.

•

Lt Gen Sajjad Akram (Retd).

•

Lt Gen Hamid Rab Nawaz (Retd).

•

Mr. Aftab Ahmed Khan Sherpao - Former Chief Minister KPK.

•

Mr. Mumtaz Ali Bhutto - Former Chief Minister, Sindh.

•

Mr. Imtiaz Ahmed Sahibzada - Former Federal Ombudsman.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mr. Usman Ali G. Isani - Former Vice Chancellor, Quaid-e-Azam University,
Islamabad.
Mr. Bashir Ahmed - Former Chairman Khyber Bank & Chairman ARL &
Islamic Invistment Bank Ltd.
Mr. Shakeel Durani - Former Secretary Railway and Chairman WAPDA.
John Walker Englan.
Sardar Asef Ahmed Ali - Former Federal Minister.
Mian Mumtaz Abdullah - Former Chairman Corporate Law Authority.
Mr. Muhammad Younas Khan - Former Secretary Finance, Govt. of Pakistan.
Mr. Ayaz Amir - Columnist of international repute.
Mr. Ikram Seghal - A leading Journalist and Businessman.
Mr. Muhammad Ajmal Khan -  Former Federal Minister for Sports.
Mr. M. Nasir Khan - Former Health Minister.
Mr. Sikandar Hayat Khan Bosan - Former Federal Minister.
Dr. Ashfaq-ur-Rehman - Former Minister.
Senator Amjad Abbas Qureshi.
Mr. Javed Sadiq Malik - Former Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister.
Maj Gen Sardar Mehmood Ali Khan (Retd).

GALLIANS WHO LAID DOWN THEIR LIVES FOR
THE HONOUR OF THEIR COUNTRY
Shuhada

Shahadat

1.

Maj Mian Raza Shah, SJ

01-09-1965

2.

Lt. Habib-ur-Rehman

19-09-1965

3.

Capt. Zahoor-ul-Islam Afridi, SJ

23-09-1965

4.

Flt. Lt Mushtaq Alam Khan

20-05-1967

5.

Wing. Cdr. Mervyn E. Middlecoat, SJ (Bar) 03-12-1971

6.

Maj. Sabir Kamal Meyer, SJ (Bar)

06-12-1971

7.

Lt. Tahir Ashraf Mann

15-02-1971

8.

Capt. Ejaz Alam Khan

16-12-1971

9.

Lt. Zafar Ali Akbar

16-12-1971

10. Lt. (PN) Muhammad Imtiaz, S.Bt.

04-07-1972

11. Sqn. Ldr. Arif Manzoor, SJ, T.Bt.

12-06-1974

12. Capt. Mir Muhammad Mujahid

15-01-1993

13. Maj. Muhammad Ali Hyderi, S.Bt.

15-06-1999
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P. Akers
Zafar Meyer
Bashir Ahmed
Ziaullah
Ziaullah
Asad Meyer
A.R. Kallu
Usman Ali Isani
Anis Khan Satti
Anis Khan Satti
Nauman Mahmood
Farooq Meyer
Muhammad Arshad
Farooq Adam
Sardar Ali
Sardar Ali
Sultan Ahmed
Sultan Ahmed
Sultan Ahmed
Khalid Aziz
Khalid Aziz
Asmat Shah
Moin Ishtiaq
Cassim Docrat
Ismail Garda
Ayaz Durani
Liaquat Shah
Farid Khan
S.M. Asif
S.M Asif
Muhammad Latib
Masood Ahmad
Masood Ahmad
Tariq Awan
Tariq Awan
S.M Gustasap
S.M Gustasap
Tanveer Niazi
Jawad Kamal
Saif Afridi

1948
1948
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1959
1960
1960
1961
1962
1962
1963
1964
1964
1964
1965
1966
1966
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971
1971
1972
1973

HEAD-BOYS
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Shamim A. Khan
M. Amir Khan
Rashid Qayyum
Usam Rafi
Zubair Ahmad Khan
Irfan Ali Mirza
Shahid Noman Malik
Saifullah Khan
Musharraf Rasool
Syed Zakir Abbas
Muzaffar Iqbal
Muzaffar Iqbal
Shakeel Ahmad Chaudhary
Kashif Mateen Ansari
Ahmad Umar Aftab
Fauzan Muhammad
Khurram Zeeshan
Ilyas Ahmad Nawaz
Jawad Ali Qureshi
M. Rizwan Mushtaq
M. Rizwan Yousaf
Ahmad Umar Nawaz
Inayatullah Khan
Ali Akbar
Qaisar Farooq Khan
Sajid Asghar
Syed Ali Haider Shah
Syed Gulzar-ul-Hassan Gillani
Usman Arif
Nauman Aslam
Mazhar Ali Sarwar
Mian Kamran Ali Shah
Ali Umair
Talal Wali Amjad
Muhammad Ejaz Khan
Mohsin Shabbir
Muhammad Aqib Ata
Rabed Hassan Cheema
Sherbaz Jan Afridi
M. Umer Tabish

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1981
1982
1983
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1985
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Shahzad Aslam
Saif-ul-Islam Afridi
Shamim A. Khan
Shamim A. Khan
Izzat Hameed Shah
Shahid Abbasi
Zubair Muhammad
Zubair Muhammad
Irfan Ali Mirza
Musharraf Rasool
Amer Shaukat
M. Azhar Alvi
Ejaz Sabir
Pervaiz Akhtar
S. Zakir Abbas
Babar Abbasi
Muzaffar Iqbal
Muzaffar Iqbal
Irfan Khan
Shakeel Ahmed Chaudhary
Ejaz Ahmed Shah
S. Nadeem Abbas
Ahmed Umer Aftab
Tanveer Ahmed
Fouzan Muhammad
Azhar Babar
Mir Adil Hameed
Shaban Shafi
R. Azhar Ayub Kayani
Nisar-ul-Haq
M. Haneef Khan
Adnan Ashraf
Khurram Bilal
Ilyas Ahmed Nawaz
Hammad Ahmed
Amer Jamal Butt
Farooq Umer

1973
1973
1974
1975
1975
1976
1978
1979
1981
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1986
1986
1987
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991

ROLL OF
HONOUR
1973-2010

M. Amir Malik

1991

Jawad Ali

1992

Hussain Safdar

1992

Amir Malik

1992

Nabal Ahmed

1992

M. Rizwan Mushtaq

1993

Faisal Bin Bashir

1993

Sohail Saraj

1993

Zafar Hussain Khan

1993

M. Rizwan Yousaf

1994

Faisal Bashir

1994

Kashif Mushtaq

1994

M. Imran Irfan

1994

Khurram Shahzad

1994

Tahir Shahbab

1994

Ahmed Umer Nawaz

1995

Bilal Nadir Khan

1995

Kashif Iftikhar Butt

1995

Yasir Irshad Abbasi

1995

Umer Shafqat Cheema

1995

Qamar Hussain Nazar

1995

Faiz Qadir Subhani

1996

Faisal Abbas Shah

1997

Bilal Akhtar Kiyani

1998

Qasir Farooq

1999

Sajid Asghar

2000

Jaffar Ali Khan

2002

Zohaib Iqbal

2006

Junaid Akhtar

1006

Haris Adil

2007

Ali Umair

2007

Mohsin Surkhab

2008

Umair Hassan

1008

Muhammad Fahim Aslam

2009

Muhammad Ejaz Khan

2009

Muhammad Yasir

2010

COMMEMORATIVE POSTAGE STAMPS ISSUED ON
125TH FOUNDER’S DAY OF LAWRENCE COLLEGE

COMMEMORATIVE COINS LAUNCHED ON 150TH
FOUNDER’S DAY OF LAWRENCE COLLEGE

COMMEMORATIVE POSTAGE STAMPS
ISSUED ON 150TH FOUNDER’S DAY OF
LAWRENCE COLLEGE
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